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We define and develop the rudiments of a cohomology theory suitable for the treatment of the 
absolute Galois groups of formally real fields. Although these groups have torsion, a sensible 
notion of cohomological dimension can be defined in this theory. 
Introduction 
As is well known from the Artin-Schreier theory, the absolute Galois group G(K) 
of a field K has no elements of finite order except elements of order 2. The tor- 
sion-which occurs if and only if Kis formally real (= admits an ordering)-causes 
problems in applications, e.g. in the Galois cohomology. For instance, the cohomo- 
logical dimension of G(Q) is infinite, which is not very illuminating, while the 
cohomological dimension of G(Q(fl)) is 2. 
This paper pursues the idea that the presence of elements of order 2 is just a minor 
beauty flaw that can be dealt with. 
To be more precise, we propose that in dealing with Galois extensions of (for- 
mally real) fields one should consider not only the field automorphisms, but also 
their action on the extensions of orderings from the ground field. This structure- 
called Artin-Schreier structure-though apparently richer than the Galois group, 
has the pleasant property that in the case of the absolute Galois extension of a field 
it can be read off from the absolute group. (If the field is not formally real then 
its absolute Artin-Schreier structure is just its absolute Galois group.) 
Artin-Schreier structures have been first defined in [6] to solve the problem of 
characterization of the absolute Galois groups of pseudo real closed fields. In [3] 
we have used them in a slightly modified form to show that the elementary theory 
of real pseudo real closed fields is undecidable. Other model theoretic results have 
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been obtained via Artin-Schreier structures (under the name e-structures) in [l]. 
Analogues of this concept have proved to be very useful in the Galois theory of 
pseudo-p-adically closed fields [7] and in the theory of free products of profinite 
groups [4]. 
Since projective Artin-Schreier structures have turned out to be an adequate 
analogue of projective profinite groups, and since projectivity of profinite groups 
may be considered a cohomological property, it has became only natural to seek a 
suitable cohomology theory of Artin-Schreier structures. The present paper does 
this by generalizing the (Galois) group cohomology to the cohomology theory of 
Artin-Schreier structures. (Thus if an Artin-Schreier structure is just a group then 
its cohomology is precisely the group cohomology.) No attempt has been made to 
cover all the possible aspects of the theory, e.g. products; in contrary, we have tried 
to limit the material to the minimum necessary to obtain some interesting results. 
We mention two of them. 
(1) Let K be a field. Then the group G(K) is real projective if and only if the 
cohomological dimension of the Artin-Schreier structure G(K) is at most 1. 
This follows as the second cohomology group H2(G,A) of the Artin-Schreier 
structure G with coefficients in A classifies the extensions of G by A (Proposi- 
tion 3.3). 
Next consider an algebraic extension K of Q, and let p be a prime. If p>2 or K 
is not formally real then a well known result of the class field theory [9, Theorem 
IV.8.81 states that the p-cohomological dimension of G(K) is 0, 1 or 2, and an 
algebraic criterion is given to compute it. But if p = 2 and K is formally real then 
cd2 G(K) = 03, which gives no similar classification into distinct cases. However, if 
we now consider the absolute Artin-Schreier structure G(K) instead of G(K) then 
we get (Theorem 7.3): 
(2) The p-cohomological dimension of G(K) is 0, 1 or 2 for every prime p, and 
there is an algebraic criterion to compute it. 
We intend to use in a subsequent paper the theory developed here to show that 
a pro-2-group that is an absolute Galois group of a field and contains an open free 
pro-2-group is, in fact, a free pro-2-product of a free pro-Zgroup with copies of 
Z/22. This result seems to be inaccessible without the cohomology theory. 
The main ingredient of the paper is the ‘right’ definition of the cohomology func- 
tors H”, for nil. This task is usually accomplished by choosing a reasonable 
functor as Ho, which (if there are enough injectives) already determines H”, for 
n 2 1. In our case, however, the Ho-functor is somewhat mysterious and compli- 
cated, and its choice is not entirely natural. Furthermore, some results that in the 
case of group cohomology are true in all dimensions do not hold in the zero dimen- 
sion for the cohomology of Artin-Schreier structures, even though they are valid 
in higher dimensions. This causes complication in the proofs, in comparison with 
standard arguments in the cohomology of groups. It is not inconceivable that 
another choice of Ho, still leading to the same H”, for n ~1, might be more trans- 
parent; alas, we have not been able to improve on this point. 
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1. Artin-Schreier structures 
Consider a profinite group G with a continuous left action on a Boolean space 
X (possibly empty) and an open subgroup G’s G of index 1 or 2 such that 
(i) G,=(o~GIox=x} is of order 2 and G,nG’=I, for everyxeX; 
(ii) the map d: X-+ G, where d(x) is the generator of G,, is continuous. 
We call G = (G, G’, X> an Artin-Schreier structure and d its forgetful map. 
Note that d(ox)=ad(x)o-’ for all LEG, XEX, and d(X)fl G’=0 (thus X=0 if 
G’= G). 
For the elementary properties of Artin-Schreier structures the reader is advised 
to see [6, Section 31. (There G is acting on X from the right; we have switched the 
sides to be consistent with the customary notation of action in the cohomology 
theory.) We recall only a few notions, for the convenience of the reader. 
Let H = (H, H’, Y) be another Artin-Schreier structure. A morphism of Artin- 
Schreier structures v, : G + H is a continuous homomorphism v, : G + H such that 
qF’(H’) = G’, together with a continuous map 9:X-t Y preserving the group 
action. Note that (denoting by d’ the forgetful map of H) d’o 9 = q~ 0d. A morphism 
v, : G -+ H is an epimorphism if p(G) = H and q(X) = Y. 
If K is a closed normal subgroup of G, contained in G’, then G/K= 
(G/K, G’/K,X/K) is an Artin-Schreier structure, and the pair of quotient maps 
G -+ G/K, X -+ X/K is an epimorphism G + G/K; a cover is an epimorphism iso- 
morphic to such an epimorphism. Thus (cf. [6,4.1]) an epimorphism v, : G + H is 
a cover if and only if for all xi, x2 E X 
V(X,) = v)(R) * x2 = ox1 for some o E G. 
Assume that H is a closed subgroup of G. We say that H is a substructure of G 
(and write HsG) defined by H if H’=HflG’ and Y=(xEX 1 d(x)EH). 
If L is a Galois extension of a field K and IT-EL, let X(L/K) be the space of 
maximal ordered subfields of L containing K (cf. [6, Section 21). Then 
G(L/K) = (Gal(L/K), Gal(L/K(m)), X(L/K)) 
is an Artin-Schreier structure. If K is the separable closure of K then G(K)= 
G(l?/K) is called the absolute Artin-Schreier structure of K. The elements of 
X(R/K) are the real closures of K (with respect to all the orderings on K), and hence 
the forgetful map of G(K) is a bijection of X(l?/K) onto the involutions in 
G(K) = Gal(K/K). 
2. Cohomology groups of Artin-Schreier structures 
Let G = (G, G’, X) be an Artin-Schreier structure, and let d: X-+ G be its forget- 
ful map. We denote by G 0 X the disjoint union of G and X. As G also acts on itself 
by multiplication from the left, we get a continuous action of G on the space G 0 X. 
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Let il be a discrete G-module. For each n r 1 let C”(G, A) be the set of con- 
tinuous (i.e. locally constant) functions f: Gn -I x (G 6 X) = G” 0 (Gn-’ xX) -+ A 
(thus f:GoX-+A if n=l> satisfying f(gi,.*.,gi_l,l,gitr,...,g,)=O for every 
1 s is n, Let Co@, A) =A 0 C$(G, A), where C$(G, A) is the set of locally con- 
stant functions f: X-+A satisfying f(gx) =gf(x) for every g E G’ and every XEX. 
Then C”(G,A) are abelian groups under addition. 
Define the coboundary operator 3’ : C”-‘(G,A)+C”(G,A): for n12 by 
(@f)(s,, * * * 9 &,I = g, f(g2, **e 9 gJ 
n-i 
and for n=l by 
~‘tQJ-)tgl~ = gfQ--Q, for every gI E G, 
a ‘(la, f)(x) = f(x) + ta(x)f(x) - a, for every x E X. 
This gives a complex 
C”(G,A): O-tC’(G,A)~C”(G,A}-,.-.. 
Define H”(G,A) to be the nth homology group of this complex; thus (to fix nota- 
tion) H”(G,A)=Z”(G,A)/B”(G,A), where .?Y(G,A) = (f~ Cn(G,A) j an+‘f=O), 
3~(G,A)=O and ~~(G,~~=~~C~-‘(G,~), for nrl. 
We briefly explain the homological background of the definition. (The arguments 
will be more or less obvious modifications of the routine arguments in the co- 
homology of groups, e.g., [2, Chapter I, $5 and Example 3 on p_ 59f.) But first 
notice the following obvious remark: 
Remark 2.1. If X is empty then C*(G,A)=C*(G,A), and hence H”(G,A)= 
H”(G, A) for every n 10. 
Remark 2.2 (cf. [9, Proposition 11.4.11). Let (Gi)iel be an inverse system of Artin- 
Schreier structures and (A .). J rel a compatible direct system of Gi-modules. If 
G= I& Gj and A -IiT Aj then the natural map 1iF C*(G,,A& -* C*(G,A) is an 
isomorphism, whence H”(G, A) = IiT H”(Gi, Ai). 
Also recall that every Artin-Schreier structure is an inverse limit of finite Artin- 
Schreier structures 16, Lemma 4.41. 
Because of Remark 2.2 it suffices to consider only a finite Artin-Schreier struc- 
ture G = {G, G’? X), For each n z 1 let r;;, be the free ZG-module generated by the 
n-tuples Isi 1 g2 I **+ / gJ, where g,, . . . ,gn-,~G and ~,E.G~X, Iet F, be the free 
Z-module generat.ed by the elements of G 0 X (thus & is also a ZG-module in an 
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obvious way, though usually not free). The boundary map a,: F,, + F,_, is the 
homomorphism of ZG-modules defined as follows: for n>2 let 
a,[glI..~Igni=gl[g21...Igni 
n-1 
+;;, (-l)‘kl I -*. I g;-1 I gig;+1 I &+2 I *.. I &I 
+(-l)“k!, I *** I gn-119 
and let a, : F, -+ F, be given by 
a,[g,i = gl- 1, for every g, E G 0 X. 
Then the sequence 
F,: . ..+F.+...+F2+F,+F0 
called the standard (bar) G-resolution, is exact. (To see this check that the maps of 
Z-modules h, : F, + F,, + , given by 
h,(g,[gr I ..a I g,l) = [go 1 g, I -.- I g,l, for n217 
hoko) = [goI, where go E G ti X, 
constitute a contracting homotopy of F,: ... -+ F2 + F, + F. as a complex of H- 
modules.) 
Also consider the normalized standard bar G-resolution P* = Fe/D,, where D, is 
the subcomplex of F* generated by the elements [gr / ... 1 g,] such that g, = 1 for 
some i (and Do= 0). The homotopy h defined above carries D, into itself and hence 
induces a contracting homotopy of P*, so again 
p*: . . ..~~._*...,~2-,_*~,~~o=Fo 
is an exact sequence of ZG-modules. Clearly P,,P2,p3, . . . are free. 
However, PO need not be free; so we embed it in a free ZG-module FO: 
Let G act on the space 8=Xx { -tl} by g(x, 6) = (gx, gS), where gS = 6 if g E G’, 
and gS = -6 if g E G \ G’. This action is regular (i.e., gf=2 # g = 1, for every 
2~2). Therefore the free L-module F. generated by the elements of G 0 X is a free 
ZIG-module. We embed F. in F. via g ++ g, for g E G, and x ++ (x, +l) + (x, -l), for 
XEX. 
Thus, putting pn = p,, for n z 1, 
is a free resolution of ~cJa,~r over the ring ZG. 
Let A be a G-module. It is clear from the definition of F,, that Homo(Fn,A) = 
C”(G,A) for n 11, and that the boundary maps a2, a3, . . . in & induce the co- 
boundary maps a2, a3, . . . in C*(G,A). Furthermore, under obvious identifications, 
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= Homo(ZG,A)@ {t+~:r?-‘A 1 w(gx) = gt,@) for all gEG, ner?} 
=A @ {w:~+A 1 w(gx, 1) = gy/(x, 1) and w(x, -1) = d(x)y/(x, 1) 
for all geG’, xeX} 
~~~{~:XX{l}~A~cl/(gx,1)=gyl(x,1)forallg~G’,x~X} 
~~@{P:X+~/~(gx)=g(o(x)forallg~G,x~X}=C~(G,A), 
where the map t,u - p is induced by x - (x, 1). It is easy to verify that under these 
identifications a, : Fl -F. induces a’ : C’(G,A) -+ C’(G,A). 
Lemma 2.3. (i) H(G, -) is a positive cohomological functor (cf. [9, Definition 
11.5.11). 
(ii) H(G, -) is effaceable by the injectives of Mod(G) (cf. [9, Definition 11.5.41). 
Proof. (i) In the view of Remark 2.2 we may assume that G is finite. Let 0 +A -+ 
B + C-t 0 be a short exact sequence of G-modules. Then the corresponding 
sequence 
is exact for every nr0, since F,, is a free ZG-module. Thus we have a short exact 
sequence of complexes 
0 + C*(G,A) + C*(G, B) -+ C*(G, C) + 0. 
The assertion now follows from [8, Theorem 11.4.11. 
(ii) Again, with no loss G is finite (cf. the proof of [9, Theorem II.S.lO]). If A 
is injective then the exactness of & implies that C*(G,A) = Homo(F*,A) is exact. 
Thus H”(G,A)=O for n>l. q 
As a consequence we get that H(G, -) is uniquely determined by H’(G, -) (cf. 
[9, Theorem 11.5.51). In fact, we have even more: 
Lemma 2.4. Let E = (E”) be a positive cohomological functor on Mod(G) efface- 
able by the injectives, and let A” : E” + H”(G, -), n = 0, 1,2, . . . be a morphism of 
cohomological functors. Assume that for every A E Mod(G) and every w E E’(A) 
we have A’(w) = (0, cp) E H’(G, A) such that for every XE X there exists a E A satis- 
fying P(X) = a - d(x)a. Then A” = 0 for n 2 1. 
Proof. Enough to show that A’ = 0, since then (lo, 0, 0, . ..) is a morphism of co- 
homological functors E + H(G, -), and hence the assertion follows by [9, Theorem 
11.5.51. Now A’ is the unique morphism such that for every short exact sequence 
0 + A --f B + C + 0 of G-modules the diagram 
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6 
EO(C) ’ E’(A) 
10 I I A’ 
H’(G, C) 6 ff’(G,A), 
where 6 denotes the connecting homomorphisms, commutes. Therefore it suffices 
to show that in such a situation 6 0 I.‘= 0. 
We recall that 6 : H’(G, C) + H’(G, A) is calculated in the following way (‘Snake 
Lemma’). We have short exact sequences 
0 -+ C”(G, A) -+ C”(G, B) --t C”(G, C) + 0 
for every n 20. Therefore an element (c, p) E Z’(G, C) can be lifted to (b,~) E 
C’(G,B). There is a unique feC’(G,A) mapped to a’(b,~)~cr(G,B), i.e., 
(thinking of A as a subset of B) 
gb-I, =f(g), for all gEG, 
e(x)+d(x)e(x)-b =f(x), for all XEX. 
(1) 
(2) 
Now let w E E’(C), and let A’(w) = (0, p) E H’(G, C). By assumption there is a 
map 9’: X+ C such that p(x) = p’(x) - d(x)@(x) for every XEX. As 9 is locally 
constant, we may take p’ to be locally constant. We may also assume that 9’ 
is G’-equivariant, otherwise restrict it first to a system of representatives of the 
G/-orbits in X and then extend it to a G’-equivariant map. Fix a lifting (0, Q’) E 
n”(G, II) of (0, @) and define Q(X) = Q’(X) -d(x)@(x); then (0, Q) is clearly a lifting L 
of 
3. 
(0,~). But Q(x)+~(x)Q(x) =O, hence our claim follows from (2). 0 
H2(G, A) and extensions of Artin-Schreier structures 
A fortiori feZ’(G,A), and 6(c, q) is defined as the class off in H’(G,A). 
Let 
G = <G,G:X) 
be an Artin-Schreier structure, and let A be a finite G-module. An extension of G 
by A is a cover 7~ : G -+ G of Artin-Schreier structures with Ker 71 =A. Another 
extension X’ : G’ + G of G by A is isomorphic to rc : G + G if there is an isomorphism 
a : t? --t c’ such that rc’o (Y = II and the restriction of a to A is the identity of A. A 
morphism p : G + G of Artin-Schreier structures splits the extension 7~ : G -+ G if 
cr 0 /I = id,; we also say that the extension splits. 
Let f e Z’(G, A), i.e. a locally constant function f: G x (G 6X) +A satisfying 
af = 0 and f(g, 1) = f(1, z) = 0 for every g E G and every z E G u X. 
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We associate with f the Artin-Schreier structure 
AfG = (A/G, AfG’, A xX> 
where 
(i) the group A,G is the group extension of G by A associated with the restric- 
tion of the cocycle f to G x G; it is the topological space A x G with the multiplica- 
tion rule 
(% g,k,, g2) = Ml + J!, 4 +.a17 821, g, ‘!?2); 
(ii) AfG’={(a,g)EAfG 1 gEG’}; 
(iii) Af G acts on A xX by 
(3) 
(6, g)(4 x) = (b + w +f (g, x)9 gx). (4) 
Lemma 3.1. (a) AfG is indeed an Artin-Schreier structure. 
(b) The projection on the second coordinate 7~ : AJG -+ G is a cover. 
Proof. (a) The semidirect product A,G is a group; its unity is (0,l). Clearly 
(Af G : Af G’) = (G : G’) 5 2. Condition af = 0 ensures that (4) is an action, i.e., 
((bi, gi)(& g2)Nhx) = @I, gMb2, g2)@,x)). 
Now let (b,g)~A~c and (a,x)EAxX. Write G,={&,l). Then 
@,g)(a,x) = (a,~) @ gx=x, b+ga+f(g,x) = a 
H eitherg-1 and b+a+f(l,x)=a or g=c and b+ea+f(E,x)=a 
H either (b, g) = (0,l) = 1 or (6, g) = (a - &a-f (E, x), E). 
Thus { 1, (a - &a -f(e, x), E)} is the stabilizer of (a, x), and (a - &a -f (E, x), E) $ Af G’. 
(b) Clearly 71 is an epimorphism of Artin-Schreier structures and Ker 7r= A. If 
7r(ai,x,) = n(a2,x2) then xi =x2, and hence 
@-al, l)(QX,) = @2,X2). 0 
As expected, Z’(G, A) classifies the splitting morphisms of the extension 
II : A,G + G: Every splitting morphism p : G -+ c of the extension 7~ : A,G + G is 
given by 
P(z) = (f(z), z) for all z E G 9 X 
where f E Z’(G, A) is uniquely determined by p. Indeed, every continuous left 
inverse p : G + c of 7t is given by p(z) = (f(z), z), where f: G 0 X+ A is a con- 
tinuous map. It will be a morphism of Artin-Schreier structures if and only if 
p((gz)) = p(g)p(z> for all g E G, z E G ti X. 
This is equivalent to f(gz)=f(g)+gf(z), that is, feZ’(G,A). 
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Lemma 3.2. Every extension 8 : e + G of G by A is isomorphic to 7~ :AfG + G for 
some cocycle f E Z2(G, A). The cocycle f is unique module B2(G, A). 
Proof. Write G = (G, G’, X> and c = (G, G’,X>. We shall write the group law of G 
multiplicatively, but its restriction to A additively. Choose continuous sections 
u:G~~ofn:~~Gandu:X-r8ofIc:~~Xsuchthatu(l)=l(cf.[9,Proposi- 
tion 1.3.5; 6, Lemma 9.11). The first one of them turns A into a G-module by 
go = 4g)4u(g))-‘, (5) 
and both sections define f: G x (G 0 X) -+ A by 
Mgi)u(gz) =f(gl,g,)u(glg2) for all g,EG and &EGoX. (6) 
It is easy to see that af = 0 due to the fact that 
(u(g,)u(gi))4g2) = u(go)(u(gi)u(g2)), for all go,gi EG and g2EGoX. 
Also, u(1) = 1 implies that f is normalized. Thus f E Z2(G, A). 
Define a:AfG-+e and a:AxX+8 by 
cx((a,g)) = au(g), for all aeA and gc GGX. 
It is easy to check that both of these maps are continuous bijections, and 
a(AfG’)=G’. We show that (a,a): A,G+c is a morphism of Artin-Schreier 
structures. 
Indeed, for all g, E G and g2 E G ti X 
a(@,, &)(a29 g2)) = d(Qlf g1 Q2 +f (s,, g2)r g, g2)) 
= (a, + g, 02 +f (& g2N a39 g2) 
= (a, + u(gl>a2u(gl)-‘)u(gl)u(g2) 
= a, uk,b2uk2) = cm19 g,))Na,, g2)). 
Clearly the following diagram commutes: 
The isomorphism Af G + e constructed above depends on the (arbitrary) choice 
of the sections u : G + G and u : X+X. But obviously any isomorphism a’: AfG --f 
e of the extensions Af G+G and e;-t G must be of the above form, possibly 
defined by other sections, say u’: G + G and u’ : X+ r?. These define another co- 
cycle f ‘EZ2(G,A). As in the case of group extensions (cf. [9, p. 102]), f’-f = 
a@‘-u)EB2(G,A). 0 
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Combining the two lemmas and the observation that split extensions are isomor- 
phic we obtain the following: 
Proposition 3.3. The map f c (n : AfG -+ G) induces a bijection between H2(G,A) 
and the set of isomorphy classes of extension of G by A. The zero of H2(G, A) cor- 
responds to the class of split extensions. 0 
Recall [6, Section 71 that a (finite) embedding problem for an Artin-Schreier 
structure G consists of a cover /I : C + B of (finite) Artin-Schreier structures and a 
morphism v, : G + B. Its solution is a morphism v/ : G -+ C such that /? 0 t+~ = p. We 
call G projective if every finite embedding problem for G has a solution, in which 
case every embedding problem for G has a solution. 
Corollary 3.4. An Artin-Schreier structure G is projective if and only if H2(G, A) = 
0 for every finite G-module A. 
Proof. Let v,: G + B, /I: C + B be a finite embedding problem for G. Let G = 
C XB G and let n : G ---f G be the coordinate projection. By the properties of fibred 
products [6, Lemma 4.61 cp : G--f B, /?: C + B has a solution if and only if the 
embedding problem id : G + G, n : G + G has a solution, i.e., n splits. Thus G is 
projective if and only if every extension of G by a finite G-module splits. The rest 
follows from Proposition 3.3. 0 
4. Special maps 
Let G, = (G,, G;,X,) and G2 = (G2, G;, X2) be Artin-Schreier structures. A mor- 
phism a : G, -+ G2 induces continuous maps LY : Gr- ’ x (G, 0 X,) + G; PI x (G2 0 X2). 
Let A, be a discrete G,-module, k = 1.2 and let a’= A2 --t A, be a homomorphism 
compatible with a, that is 
a’@k,)a2) = a a’(a2), for every g, E G, and every a2 E A2. 
It is then easy to see that the maps C”(a, a’) : C”(G2, A2) + C”(GI, A,), defined by 
f ++ (~‘0 f 0 cx, constitute a homomorphism of complexes C*<a, a’) : C*(G,, A2) -+ 
C*(G,, A,), and therefore induce homomorphisms H”(a, o’) : H”(G2, A2) + 
H”(G,, A,), for every n 20. 
Example 4.1. (a) Let G, be a substructure of an Artin-Schreier structure G,, and 
let A be a discrete G,-module. Thus the embedding Gr -+ G2 and the identity of A 
induce the restriction resz : H*(G2, A) +H*(Gl,A). Clearly, if G,,<G,<G, then 
resg: o2 _ 0 reso, - res$. 
(b) Let G be an Artin-Schreier structure, and let A be a discrete G-module. Let 
K be a closed subgroup of G’ normal in G. The quotient map G -+ G/K together 
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with the inclusion AK +A induce the inflation infE’K: H*(G/K,AK) -H*(G,A). 
Clearly, if L SK then infFKo infg:k= infz’L. 
Corestriction 
Let HI G be Artin-Schreier structures, say G = (G, G’, X) and H = (H, H’, Y >, such 
that His an open subgroup of G. Recall that H’=Hfl G’, and Y= {XEX / d(x) E H), 
where d is the forgetful map of G. Let @ be a set of representatives of the left cosets 
of H in G. For every XEX choose a finite set Q(x) of representatives of the double 
classes of (d(x))\G/H, such that: 
(i) if X’EX is near to x then the elements of @(x’) are near to the elements of 
Q(x); 
(ii) @(ax) = a@(x) for every XEX and every B E G’. 
(To achieve this, choose a closed system X0 of representatives of G’-orbits in X. 
First define Q(x) for XEX, so as to satisfy (i), say, by putting @(x’)= Q(x) if 
(d(x))\ G/H= (d(x’))\ G/H. Then extended the definition to X by @(ox) = a@(x) 
for every x EX~ and every o E G’.) 
Denote 
@t(x) = {rE Q(x) 1 d(x)rH=rH} 
={r~@(x))d(r-‘x)~H}=(r~@(x))r-lx~Y}, 
Q*(x) = (rE O(x) 1 d(x)rH#rH}. 
Then conditions (i) and (ii) hold also with @t and Qz instead of @J. 
Our choice ensures that the union Y(x) = @r(x) U Q$(x) U d(x) $(x) is disjoint 
and it is a set of representatives of the left cosets of H in G. 
Let A be a discrete G-module. We define a natural map (a, p) - (44) from 
H’(H,A) to H’(G,A) in the following way: 
d= C ra, 
rs@ 
(7) 
&5(x) = C r&-lx)+ C ra, for every xEX. 
I-E @I(X) TE @2(x) 
(8) 
By (i), @ is continuous, If o E G’ then by (ii) 
@(ax) = C (or)p((ar)-‘ox) + C (ar)a = a@(x). 
TE @I(X) T-E @2(x) 
Thus (c, @) E C’(G,A). We check that (6, @) E H’(G,A). Clearly, the definition of d 
is independent of the choice of @, and a”~ AC. If rEQ1(x) then r-‘xeY, hence 
&r-lx) + d(r-‘x)p(rp’x) = a, whence 
rE@,(x) * r&r-‘x) + d(x)rp(r-‘x) = ra. (9) 
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As aeAH, we have 
C= C ra= C ra= C ra+ C 
i-E@ i-E Q(x) f-E@!(X) IE @z(x) 
ra+rtZX,d(x)ra 
and thus by (9) 
s = Q(x) + d(x)@(x), 
whence (6, @) E H’(G, A). 
As in [9, p. 1361, H’(H,A) +H’(G,A) extends to a unique morphism of co- 
homological functors car: : H*(H, A) -+ H*(G, A). 
Unfortunately, the morphism H’(H,A) + H’(G,A) depends on the choice of 
Q(x). However, if Q’(x) is another choice of representatives of the double classes 
of (d(x))\ G/H then for every r E @p(x) there is h E H such that either rh E W(x) or 
d(x)rh E @j’(x). If d’(x) is defined by (8) with respect to Q’(x) then G’(x) - e(x) is 
a sum of expressions of the form 
rha - ra, d(x) rha - ra, 
rhp(hP1rP’x) - r&r-lx), d(x)rhp(h-‘r-lx) - r&r-lx), 
where r E Q(x) and h E H. But 
(a) ha=a; 
(b) if rP1xE Y and h E H’ then p(hP1r-‘x) = h-‘(r-lx); 
(c) if r-‘xeY and hEH\H’then h-‘d(r-‘x)EH’, hence 
p(hP1rP1x) = h-‘d(rP1x)(p(rP1x) = h-‘rP1d(x)r(p(rP1x). 
Therefore e’(x) - Q(x) is a sum of expressions of the form 
0, d(x)ra-ra, d(x)r@P1x)-r&rP1x), 
where r runs through Q(x), whence e’(x) - Q’(x) = b - d(x)b for some b E A. Thus 
by Lemma 2.4 the morphisms corg : H”(H,A)-,H”(G,A), for nzl, do not 
depend on the choice of Q(x). 
Proposition 4.2. For n 2 1 the composed map corz 0 resi : H”(G, A) --f H”(G, A) is 
the multiplication by (G: H). 
Proof. Let (a, p) E H’(G, A), and denote its restriction to H’(H, A) also by (a, 9). 
Write G as (G, G/,X), and let XEX. If r E G’ then r&r-lx) = p(x); furthermore 
ra= a=v(x> +d(x)q~(x) for every rE G. Thus by (8) we can write 
Q(x) = c &P(X) + c P(X) +d(x)~(x), 
rC@l(X) i-E @2(x) 
where 6, E { 1, d(x)}. Therefore 
(G:H) 
(& 43 = C (a,diV,), 
i=l 
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where di (x) E { 1, d(x)}. But 
(G:H) 
(G:W@,v) = i;l (a,~). 
Thus the assertion follows by Lemma 2.4. 0 
Corollary 4.3. H”(G, A) is a torsion group for every G-module A and n 2 1. More- 
over, the order of every c E H”(G, A) divides / G 1. 
Proof. Cf. [9, Corollary 11.6.71. 0 
5. Induced modules and spectral sequences 
Let G = (G, G’, X) be an Artin-Schreier structure. Define a continuous action of 
G on the product space X=Xx (1, -l} by a(x, 6) = (ax, bS), where o c 0 is the 
unique epimorphism from G onto { 1, -l} with kernel G’. Let HI G and let A be 
a G-module. Define 
Ck(G, A) = {f: G 0 84 A 1 f continuous, f(hoO) = hf(crO), 
heH, a,+Gljg). 
For qrl define 
C$(G,A) = {f: Gqx(GiJX)+A 1 f continuous, f(ao,al, . . ..crq)=O 
if aj~l=ai for some llilq, 
f(hao,hol, . . . . ha,) = hf (Go, 01, . . . , a,), 
hEH,aO,ol ,..., D,_,EG, a,~GtiX}. 
Define 8 : Ci(G, A) + CA(G, A) by 
(af)(go,g,) =fh-f(go), go,g,EG 
(af)(g,,x) =f(x,l)+f(x,-I)-fko), &YoEG, xex, 
and define a:C~(G,A)+C~+‘(G,A) for q>l by 
(af)(g,4~...d,+,) 
=f(&,&t...* gq+I)-f(go,g2,...,gq+l)+... +(-l)q+lf(go,gl,...~gq). 
Then (CH(G, A), a) is clearly a complex. Moreover, let M:(A) be the induced G- 
module (cf. [9, p. 1421) 
M:(A) = {f: G -+ A ) f continuous and 
f (hg) = hf(g) for all h E H, g E G} 
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on which G acts by (yf)(g) =f(gy), g, y E G. Then we have the following: 
Lemma 5.1. (i) The complexes C,(G,A) and C(G,Mz(A)) are isomorphic; 
(ii) The complexes Co(G,A) and C(G,A) are isomorphic; 
(iii) HG(G, A) = H”(G, M:(A)) for every n 2 0. 
Proof. (i) The maps 
@: C,$(G,A)+ Cq(G,A4c(A)) and Y: Cq(G,Mg(A))+ Cj$(G,A) 
given 
(a) for q=O by: 
(@f) = (A, V), where A(a)=f(a) and p(x)(a)=f(ox,a), for LEG, XEX, 
Y(k cp) =f, wheref(o)=A(o), f(x,l)=a?(x)(l), f(x,-l)=p(x)(d(x)); 
(b) for qzl by: 
(@f)(o1, ***9 o,)(o) =f(o, oo1, oo1o2,*** , GOlfJ2 ... oq), 
Wh)(q,,a~, . ..> aq) = h(a,‘a,,o,-‘az,...,a~!,oq)(a,) 
are morphisms of complexes, inverse to each other. 
(ii) This follows from (i), since M:(A) = A. 
(iii) This is a consequence of (i). 0 
Shapiro’s Lemma 5.2. Let G = (G, G’, X) be an Artin-Schreier structure, H = 
(H, H’, Y) a substructure of G, and let A be a G-module. 
(i) There is a natural short exact sequence 
0 + R(A) + H’(G, M:(A)) + H’(H, A) + 0, 
where R(A) is the additive group of all continuous cp :X + A satisfying 
V(Y) = 0, 
p(hx) = hp(x) for all XE X, h E H’, 
q(hx) = -h&x) for all XEX, hEH\H’. 
(ii) There is a natural isomorphism H”(G,MF(A)) = H”(H, A) for each n L 1. 
Proof. (i) We may replace H’(G,Mg(A)) by Hk(G,A) =ZE(G,A). Furthermore, 
Zi(G, A) may be naturally identified with the additive group Do of all pairs (a, cp), 
where aEAH and 9:X-A, such that for all XEX 
&hx) = hp(x) for all h E H’, (10) 
cp(hx) + hp(x) = a for all h E H \H’. (11) 
Indeed, let f E Zi(G, A). Put a = f(1) and define a, : X + A by p(x) =f (x, 1). Then 
(a, fj9) E Do, since: 
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(a) We have 0 = (af)(l, g) =f(g) -f(l), hence f(g) = a for all g E G. But f(hg) = 
hf(g) for all g E G, h E H, hence a E AH. 
(b) a =f(hx, 1) =f(h(x, 1)) = hf(x, 1) = hp(x) for all x E X and h E H’. 
Furthermore 0 = (af)( 1, x) =f(x, 1) +f(x, - 1) - a. Thus for h E H \ H’ we get 
&hx) = f(hx, 1) = f(h(x, - 1)) = hf(x, - 1) = ha - h/(x, 1) = a - h&x). 
The map Zi(G, A) + Do is clearly injective; its inverse is given by (a, cp) ++ f, where 
f(g) = a for all g E G, and f(x, 1) = p(x) and f(x, - 1) = a - q(x). 
Note that if (10) holds then (11) is equivalent to 
&ux) + a&x) = a for some B E H \ H’. 
(If q E H \H’ satisfies (11’) then for every h E H’ 
(11’) 
Mw) + bv(x) = ~(~(rlx) + VP(X)) = ha = a. 
But H \ H’= qH’, hence we get (ll).) In particular, if XE Y then we may take 
q = d(x), and hence (11’) is equivalent to 
9(x) + d(x)V(x) = a. (12) 
This permits us to define a map Do + H’(H, A) by (a, tp) u (a, resrv). 
To show that Do + H’(H, A) is surjective, we may assume that G is finite, since 
G is an inverse limit of finite Artin-Schreier structures. Let (a, p) E H’(H,A). We 
have to extend P : Y + A to a function v, : X + A satisfying (10) and (11) for all x E X. 
This is possible, since H acts fixed-point-freely on X\ Y. 
Finally, the kernel of Do -+ H’(H, A) is clearly R(A). 
(ii) Let 0 + A -+ B --f C + 0 be an exact sequence in Mod(H). Then 
0 -+ R(A) + R(B) -+ R(C) + 0 
is also exact. Hence the top and the bottom row in the following commutative 
diagram are exact. 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0 - R(A) p R(B) p R(C) :o > 0 B . . . 
0 + H’(G, 
I 
@?A)) + 
I 
H’G, M:(E)) -+ H’G, M:(c)) 
I 
-% H’(H,A) - 
I 
H’(H,B) - . . . 
I 9 I e I B id id 
0 - H’(H,A) - H’(H,B) - H’(H,C) 
6 
I I 
- H’(H,A) - H’(H,B) - . . 
I I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 
By (i) the columns are exact, hence the middle row is also exact. 
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This shows that 
(@(G,&?-)), H’(H, -), H2(H, -), . ..) 
is a cohomological functor on Mod(H); by Lemma 2.3 it is effaceable by the in- 
jectives of Mod(H). But if A EMIL is injective, then M:(A) is injective in 
Mod(G) [9, Proposition 11.7.31, hence H”(G,Mg(A)) =0 for n> 1 (Lemma 2.3). 
Thus the cohomological functor N*(G,AIc(-)) is also effaceable by the injectives 
of Mod(H). Therefore our assertion follows from [9, Theorem 11.5.5 and Corollary 
11.5.71. 0 
Let G = (G, G’, X) be an Artin-Schreier structure and A a G-module. Let N be 
the substructure of G defined by a closed normal subgroup N of G. Consider the 
action of G on Ci(G,A), for qz0, given by 
(of)(o,, 01, ... 7 a,) = of(u-‘aO,aP1al ,..., o-b& f&,$(G,A), QEG. 
Clearly of =f for (T EN, hence the above induces a G/N-action on Cg(G, A). Since 
this action commutes with the coboundary map 8, G/N also acts on the groups 
Hz(G,A). By Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, H,$(G,A)=Hq(N,A) for qll. 
We have Hq(G/N, CE(G, A)) = 0 for p> 0. Indeed, given f e Cq(G/N, C$(G, A)), 
i.e. a homogeneous function f: (G/N)’ -+ CE(G,A), such that af =O, define YE 
Cqpl(G/N, Ci(G,A)) in the following way. If p=O, choose a closed system X,, of 
representatives of the G-orbits in 2, and put 
Y(q), -** 9 Oq-l)(S) =f(ao,...,o,-l,s)(r), 
Y(% -.. , a,-,)W) =f(oo,...,o,-1,5)(53?), TEG, aE&. 
If p>O, define y as in [9, Lemma 111.5.21 
y(oa, . . . . aq-I)(~~0,...,5p)=f(~~,...,~qq-,,50)(f0,...,?~). 
It is easy to see that ay = I+-f. 
Therefore (cf. [9, Theorem 111.5.31) we get the following: 
Theorem 5.3. There exists a spectral sequence E such that EFq = Hp(G/N, Hq(N, A)) 
for q>O, and EFq * H”(G,A). 0 
6. Cohomological dimension 
Definition 6.1. Let G be an Artin-Schreier structure and p a prime number. We 
write cd,(G) =II if n is the smallest nonnegative integer such that 
Hq(G,A)(p) = 0 for all q>n and all torsion G-modules A. 
If no such II exists we write cd,(G)= 03. We also put cd(G) = sup, cd,(G). 
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Proposition 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) cd,(G) 5 n; 
(ii) H”+‘(G, A) = 0 for all p-primary G-modules A; 
(iii) H”+‘(G, A) =0 for all finite G-modules A annihilated by p; 
(iv) H”+‘(G, A) = 0 for all finite simple G-modules A annihilated by p. 
Proof. Follow the proof of [9, Proposition IV.l.51 (keeping in mind that every 
finite simple p-primary G-module A # 0 is annihilated by p, since pA is a proper 
G-submodule of A). 0 
Proposition 6.3. Let HrG be Artin-Schreier structures and p a prime number. 
Then cd,(H)lcd,(G). Moreover, equality holds in either of the following cases: 
(1) p does not divide (G : H); 
(2) H is open in G and cd,(G) < (x,. 
Proof. See the proof of [9, Proposition IV.2.11. Use Proposition 4.2 for (2). 0 
Corollary 6.4. Let GP5 G be the Artin-Schreier structures such that GP is a 
p-Sylow subgroup of G. Then cd,(G) = cd,(G,) = cd(G,). 0 
Corollary 6.5. Let G = (G, G’, X> be an Artin-Schreier structure. If p is odd or 
X= 0 then cd,,(G) = cd,(G). 
Proof. Write Gp as (G,,GL, Y). In both cases Y=0 (if p is odd there are no 
involutions in G,), hence cd,(G,) = cd,(G,) by Remark 2.1. Apply Corollary 
6.4. 0 
Example 6.6. (a) Let G = (G, G’, X) be an Artin-Schreier structure such that G is 
a pro-2-group. Then cd,(G) = 0 if and only if G = 1 (and hence X= 0) or 1 G 1 = 2, 
1x1=1. 
Indeed, by Proposition 6.2, cd,(G)=0 if and only if H’(G,Z/2Z) =O. Let 
f: G 0 X-, z/2i7 be a continuous map. Then 
af=o w f (az) =f (0) + f (z) for all o E G and all z E G 0 X 
* reso f is a homomorphism, f(d(x)) = 0 and f (ax) =
f(a) + f(x) for all 0 E G’ and all XE X. 
Thus 
Z1(G,&‘2z)={f:GIjX+~/2L/ f is continuous, f( 1) = 0 and af = 0} 
= Hom(G/N,z/2z)@ { f: X,+z/2Z! 1 f is locally constant}, 
where N is the smallest closed normal subgroup of G containing d(X), and X, is 
a closed system of representatives of the G-orbits in X. 
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Furthermore, it is easy to see that under this identification 
B'(G, ;2/2z) = O@ {f: Xc, -+ E/2Y?’ 1 f is constant}. 
Therefore Z ‘(G, Z/22) = B1 (G, z/22) if and only if Hom(G/N, 2/2z) = 0 and 
IX,\ 5 1. Since G is a pro-2-group, the first condition means that G=N, and 
hence G = (d(X,)); if also X,=0 then G= 1; if IX,\ = 1 then IG / = 2. Thus 
H’(G,Z/2Z)=O if and only if either G=l or ICI =2 and IX/ =l. 
(b) Let G = (G, G’,X) be an Artin-Schreier structure such that IG I = 2. Then 
cd,(G) = 0 if IX I = 1, and cd,(G) = 00 otherwise. 
Indeed, let C denote the group of continuous maps from X into 2/2J? and let Ce 
denote the subgroup of constant maps. Write G = (1, E}. Then C’(G, 2/2z) = 
2/2i7_ @ C by definition, and Cq(G, z/22) = z/2?? 0 C for qr 1, the isomorphism 
being given by f w (a, I,v), where a =f(&, . . . , E) and v(x) = f(&, . . . , E,x). Furthermore, 
under this identification the coboundary map a : Cq(G, z/22) + Cqfl(G, z/22) 
is given by (a, I,U) - (O,Q,), where Q, is the constant map of value a. Thus 
Zq(G, 2/2z) = C, and Bq(G, z/22) = Co, for qr 1. Note that C = Co if and only if 
1x1 = 1, hence the assertion follows from Proposition 6.2. 
Corollary 6.7. Let G = (G, G’,X> be an Artin-Schreier structure. If cd,(G) < 00 
then the forgetful map d: X+ G is a bijection of X onto the involutions of G. 
Proof. Let E E G be an involution. The Artin-Schreier structure H of G defined by 
(E) satisfies cd,(H) < co by Proposition 6.3. We have Id-‘(&)I = 1 by Example 
6.6(b). 0 
Corollary 6.8. (i) Let p be an odd prime. Then cd,,(G) = 0 if and only if p does not 
divide I G’I . 
(ii) cd,(G) = 0 if and only if 2 does not divide I G’I and the forgetful map of G 
is a bijection of X onto the involutions of G. 
Proof. (i) cd,(G) = cd,(G) by Corollary 6.5. By [9, Corollary IV.2.31, cd,(G) = 0 if 
and only if p does not divide (G I, i.e., p does not divide I G’I , since (G : G’) is prime 
to p. 
(ii) By Corollary 6.4 we may assume that G =G2 and then apply Example 
6.6(a). Cl 
7. An application to algebraic extensions of Q 
Let G be a profinite group such that the set X of involutions in G is closed 
in G. We say that G is real projective (cf. [6, p. 4721) if for every epimorphism 
a: B-PA of finite groups and every continuous homomorphism cp: G+ A there 
exists a continuous homomorphism I+Y : G --f B such that a 0 I,U = q, provided that for 
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every x E X such that p(x) # 1 there exists an involution b E B such that a(b) = q(x). 
The concept of cohomological dimension of Artin-Schreier structures may be 
used to characterize real projective groups. 
Proposition 7.1. A profinite group G in which the set X of involutions in G is 
closed is real projective if and only if there exists an open subgroup G’ of G such 
that (G : G/)12 and G’n X= 0, and for every (or for some) such G’ 
G = (G,G:X) 
is an Artin-Schreier structure and cd(G) I 1. (Here G acts on X by conjugation. 
If G is the absolute Gaiois group of a field K, this is the result announced in the 
Introduction.) 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 6.2, and Artin-Schreier structure G is 
projective if and only if cd GI 1. Apply this to [6, Proposition 7.71. 0 
Our next aim is to determine the cohomological dimension of the absolute 
Artin-Schreier structures of algebraic extensions of Q. 
Proposition 7.2. Let G be an Artin-Schreier structure and let N be a normal closed 
subgroup of G. Let p be a prime. Then 
cd,(G) I cd,(N) + cd,(G/N). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.3. Cf. [9, Proposition IV.2.61. 0 
Theorem 7.3. Let K be an algebraic extension of Q, and let p be a prime number. 
Then cdp G(K) = 0, 1 or 2. More precisely, 
(i) cd,G(K)=O H p”$[K:K]. 
(ii) cd,G(K)= 1 H pm 1 [I?: K] and pm 1 [K,: Q$,] for every non-archimedian 
place o of K. 
(iii) cdp G(K) = 2 e pm / [I?: K] and p”,/‘[K,, : Q$,] for some non-archimedian 
place v of K. 
Proof. We may assume that p= 2 and K is formally real (i.e., X(K/K) #0); 
otherwise cdp G(K) = cdp G(K) by Corollary 6.5, and the theorem coincides with 
[9, Theorem IV.8.81. It follows from the Artin-Schreier theory that the forgetful 
map of G(K) is a bijection of X(x/K) onto the involutions in G(K) = Gal(K/K). 
Denote K’= K(n). 
(i) By Corollary 6.8, cd2G(K) =O if and only if 2,/‘[K: K’]. This is equivalent 
to 2”,/‘[K: K’], since G(K’) is a torsion free group. 
(ii) The condition on the right side does not change if we replace K by K’, and 
therefore by [9, Theorem IV.8.81, is equivalent to cd, G(K’) = 1. In the view of (i) 
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we have to show that cdZ G(K) I 1 if and only if cdZ G(K’) 5 1. To this end we may, 
by Corollary 6.4 and [9, Corollary IV.2.21, replace G(K) by its Sylow 2-subgroup, 
and thus we have to prove that cd G(K) I 1 if and only if cd G(K’) I 1. By Propo- 
sition 7.1 
cd G(K) I 1 # G(K) is real projective 
H cd G(K’) I 1 [5, Theorem 6.11. 
(iii) By (i) and (ii) it suffices to show that cd2 G(K)12. 
Without loss of generality [K: Q] < 00. By [9, Lemma IV.7.71 there is a Galois 
extension L/K such that G(L/K) = Z2 and 2” 1 [L, : K,] for all non-archimedian u 
on L. By (i) and (ii), cd2 G(L) I 1. One knows that cdZ Z2 = 1. Thus cdZ G(K) s 2 by 
Proposition 7.2. 0 
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